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Absolute Security Pro by SafeRemotes is a software
that enables any user, including the layman, to put a
lock on any information that is being send over the

Internet. The program’s signature in general is a cross
between an anti-virus and an antivirus application.
This program is pretty feature rich, it can provide a

14-digit alphanumeric code which provides individual
access to any copy of the program anywhere on the

world. This also works with other data files, but for that
you need to set-up the program for that. Absolute

Security for your data file is: -Start, locate and activate
Absolute Security. -All your data files will be scanned
for their integrity, and the analysis results will be put

in a form of statistics called a fingerprint. -If the data's
fingerprint matches with the already stored fingerprint
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in the history, the whole contents of the file will be
processed through the most secured mode of Absolute

Security. -All data files that did not pass through the
scan will be securely locked and locked to be accessed
only through the unique and safe alphanumeric code.
-The program also provides a really easy interface on
how to set-up a password for an individual file, which

means that you can now open that file only if you
know the provided password. -The rules on each file's

fingerprint, which is used to unlock them, can be
defined in the program itself, and can be changed at
any time. -The fingerprint data in the program can be
saved and used in the future, and the saved data can

be opened and processed instantly. Version 1.0.9.13 of
Absolute Security does not work anymore with

Windows XP. The previous version - 1.0.9.12 worked
fine. Absolute Security Pro features: -Support for files
from other formats such as data files, archives and

videos. -Support for binary files in memory (Windows
7, 64-Bit) and on hard disk (Windows XP, Windows
Server 2003 and later versions, Windows Vista and

Windows Server 2008). -Support for text files, archives
and compressed files in memory and on hard disk.

-Support for pictures, binary and text files in memory
and on hard disk. -Supports the overlay technology to

access files in protected area of the hard disk.
-Support for Zip Files. -Supports the GZip technology.
-Support for the AES standard encryption, similar to

the SecureBlackbox
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Absolute Security Pro encrypts all files and folders that
exist on your hard disk. Absolute Security Pro encrypts

everything: the contents of files you edit, the
programs you use and the programs you save as well
as the folders they are in. As well as just encrypting
files, Absolute Security Pro provides the privacy you

want. Only authorized people can see the contents of
any particular file or folder on your hard disk and no
one else can. Whether the information to protect is

being transmitted through unsecure networks such as
the Internet or residing in the hard disk of a lap-top,

Absolute Security ensures that the data is viewable to
only those who are authorized. If you are working with

confidential data and want "information privacy"
Absolute Security is the solution. Absolute Security Pro

will: - Encrypt all files and folders that exist on your
hard disk - Create a new password for all locked files
and folders - Only show the contents of locked files
and folders in the file manager - Lock any folder you

designate - Lock any file you designate - Lock or
unlock any locked file or folder at any time - Open

locked files or folders instantly - Open locked files or
folders instantly - Keep your applications working -
Protect all files when you encrypt, even if the file

extension is changed - Begin encrypting when you
double-click a file or double-click an icon to open it -

Begin the process without requiring any user
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interaction - Begin the process without requiring any
user interaction - Compress files when you encrypt,

even if you don't compress them yourself - Compress
files when you encrypt, even if you don't compress
them yourself - Keep your applications working -

Handle Portable Document Format (PDF) files - Make it
easy to back-up your files and folders - Make it easy to
back-up your files and folders - Make it easy to recover
your files and folders if you accidentally delete them -

Make it easy to recover your files and folders if you
accidentally delete them - Keep your applications

working - Keep your applications working - Keep your
applications working - Keep your applications working -

Keep your applications working - Keep your
applications working - Keep your applications working -

Keep your applications working - Keep your
applications working - Keep your applications working -

Keep your applications working - Keep your
applications working - Keep your applications working -

Keep your applications working - Keep your
applications working - Keep your b7e8fdf5c8
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Absolute Security Pro ensures the safety of your
information by encrypting documents and email at the
time of transmission and decrypting it on your device.
Customizable Access: Allow only people you trust to
view your data. Data is encrypted automatically on
selected file types. Allows you to review and share
data only with people you wish. If you are working with
confidential data and want "information privacy"
Absolute Security is the solution. 2.0.3 Dec 30, 2016
Simple interface, very easy to use. Simple interface,
very easy to use. 5.0 Dec 30, 2016 This has been the
best encryption program I have seen for over 25
years. The most recent version is still good, but there
is a fantastic reduction in the price and a very good
new feature. Three thumbs up! This has been the best
encryption program I have seen for over 25 years. The
most recent version is still good, but there is a
fantastic reduction in the price and a very good new
feature. Three thumbs up! 5.0 Dec 30, 2016 This is a
useful tool but does not allow users the ability to
define their own encryption key. Encryption results are
understandable and automatic so users can easily
check the results and maintain access to their own
encrypted files. This is a useful tool but does not allow
users the ability to define their own encryption key.
Encryption results are understandable and automatic
so users can easily check the results and maintain
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access to their own encrypted files. 5.0 Dec 30, 2016
Very useful. Very useful. 4.0 Dec 30, 2016 I have used
AES since it was first available. I had been using the
trial version of ABSOLUTE SECURITY. I gave the
ABSOLUTE SECURITY PRO a try. I did some evaluation
using 10 letter password. 5 PASSWORDS. It took about
40 minutes to finish. It would be nice if the use of
Search Capabilities in the database were available. I
was so impressed I purchased the Premium version of
ABSOLUTE SECURITY PRO. It is a great product. I would
recommend it to anyone. I would give an A+ rating. I
have used AES since it was first available. I had been
using the trial version of ABSOLUTE SECURITY.

What's New in the Absolute Security Pro?

The Absolute Security Pro program provides Absolute
Security in a simple and easy-to-use interface. It
allows you to protect a variety of confidential data
including financial records, PII, health records, legal
documents, military and sensitive documents.
Absolute Security Pro is the ultimate solution for
information privacy for everyone. Features: Absolute
Security Pro does not require any system
administration to get up and running. Protect files in a
myriad of file formats including Document, Office,
audio, video and images. Protect your data in multiple
files - all at the same time. Secure documents that are
already being viewed with Absolute Security. Conduct
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your online transactions in "anonymous mode". Only
authorized people can see and download the data.
Protect sensitive information such as the phone
number for companies, social security numbers, birth
dates, credit card numbers, bank details, or your PII.
Protect all of your websites in "anonymous mode" and
"hidden mode". Protect your Email messages and
attachments. Completely manageable by everyone in
your organization. Protect and Secure data on USB
drives and other devices. Absolute Security Pro
generates a strong 128-bit AES key on the first start,
which is then stored in the registry at
HKEY_CURRENT_USER/SOFTWARE/Absolute
Security/DefaultKey. Absolute Security Pro runs in a
Windows Service. Absolute Security Pro is easy to
install and easy to use. Absolute Security Pro does not
interfere with the normal functioning of your
computer. Absolute Security Pro includes full technical
support. All features can be accessed from the
Internet and from the Windows Desktop. Absolute
Security Pro is compatible with all web browsers and
operating systems. Absolute Security Pro does not
interfere with the normal functioning of your
computer. All features can be accessed from the
Internet and from the Windows Desktop. Absolute
Security Pro is compatible with all web browsers and
operating systems. Absolute Security Pro provides a
30-day free trial. Absolute Security Pro is easy to
install and easy to use. Absolute Security Pro does not
interfere with the normal functioning of your
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computer. All features can be accessed from the
Internet and from the Windows Desktop. Absolute
Security Pro is compatible with all web browsers and
operating systems. Absolute Security Pro is easy to
install and easy to use. Absolute Security Pro does not
interfere with the normal functioning of your
computer. All features can be accessed from the
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System Requirements For Absolute Security Pro:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3 CPU:
Pentium 4 1.8 GHz Recommended: OS: Windows Vista
Service Pack 2 CPU: Core 2 Duo 2.4GHz (optional: Intel
Core 2 Extreme QX9770 2.66GHz or AMD Phenom II X4
945) RAM: 2 GB Video Card: * NVIDIA GeForce 8600GT
256MB DirectX 10 Graphics * NVIDIA GeForce 9600 GT
256MB DirectX 9 Graphics Mimimal System
Requirements
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